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Abstract :In Software Systems where different types of 

multiple activities can be performed by users (e.g. – ERP), it 

is generally seen that all the links are dumped on the home 

page. UI designers have to balance between number of links 

shown at any page Vs minimum number of clicks to reach 

any page from any other page. 
If a novice user comes to access, it becomes difficult for 

him/her to understand the system. Training becomes crucial 

and probability of mistakes increases as the software is less 

than helpful if tried to use without guidance. 

If a large scale Software System like discussed above, is 

designed based on ‘Intentions’ by which users can use them, 

it will become a lot of simpler and well-organized. 

 

Introduction 
 

 Users visit or use the application or WebApp due to some 

‘Intention’. That intention makes the users to perform certain 

‘Activity’ or a set of ‘Activities’. That simply indicates that 

it is the ‘Intention’ that makes the users to perform ‘Activi-

ties’. 

 That clearly indicates that user doesn’t need links or noti-

fications that are not related to his / her ‘Intention’. There-

fore, if we can group the activities that our WebApp or ap-

plication can do into Intentions and show links of ONLY 

those activities which belong the ‘Intention Selected By Us-
er’. 

 Thus, the entire idea is –  

1. List down the Activities that your application or 

WebApp does. 

2. Group them in Intentions 

3. Give access of certain set of Intentions to Users 

based on requirements. 

4. Request User to select the Intention behind his/her 

current visit 

5. Show him/her links and notifications which belong 

to the selected Intention ONLY. 

6. Enable user to change his/her selected Intention 
during one session to make it more user-friendly. 

 

Problem Definition 
This document focuses ONLY on Software System or 

WebApp(s) which offers multiple various types of actions.  

Following are some of the main problems they face –  

1. Crowding of links 

2. Too many notification bars OR long list of 

notifications making one cycle very lengthy 

3. Difficult to beautify the page 

4. User needs to actually ‘search’ for links to his/her 

desired activity. 

 

Following examples can describe the issues better – 
 

 
 

Figure 1. AICTE – Crowding of links 
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Figure 2. University of Mumbai – Too many notifications 

1. Crowding of links :  

a. You can see the number of links on one page in 
Fig. – 1.  

b. If you observe, these are just ‘Quick Links’.  

c. The actual form is below the ‘Quick Links’ sec-

tion and not visible here (See the size of scroll bar) 

 

2. Too many notifications :  

a. You can see the number of notifications.  

b. There are two frames given for notifications, one 

with red background and another in bottom right 

corner (encircled).  

c. As the notification cycles progress the layout gets 

distorted.  
d. As the length of notification sentence varies with 

every notification, it becomes difficult in this kind 

of layout used in Fig. 2. 

. 

Please Note : This document doesn’t have any intention in 

pointing out the mistakes or bad design of the WebApps in 

Figure 1 and 2. These two WebApps do so many activities 

for their users, that they become good examples to demon-

strate the difficulties faced by Web-Designers in balancing 

‘No. of Links on one page’ Vs ‘No. of mouse clicks to reach 

any page from any other page’ 
 

Solution 
A. Introduction 
 

 Let us separate application into ‘Activities’. User is using 

the application to perform some specific ‘Activity’ due to 

some ‘Intention’. Thus –  

1. One ‘Intention’ can have one or more ‘Activities’. 

2. One ‘User’ can have one or more ‘Allowed Intentions’ 

 

Let us consider we have two types of users for our Software 

Application. –  

1. Guest (Who doesn’t have login credentials) 

2. Internal User (Who has login credentials) 

 
Both types of users can have a set of ‘allowed intentions’ 

and user can be requested to select the appropriate one on 

the first screen. 

 

When user selects the desired intention only the links of ac-

tivities that belong to the selected intention(s) will be shown. 

(Instead of dropdown list, Multiple Selection list can be 

used) 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Front Page for Guests 

 

 
Figure 4. Front Page for Internal Users 
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Depending on selected Intention, user gets the links – 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Page with links for the selected Intention 

 

 The list of allowed intentions is always kept available at 

the page, so that the user can change the intention whenever 
required. 

 i.e. – After completion of desired activities, user should be 

able to change the ‘current Intention’ and get a different set 

of links for activities. 

 

B. Implementation Idea 
 

1. Participation from Application Side –  

a. Each UI component and Controller component 

associated MUST belong to one and ONLY one 

‘Activity’. 

b. An activity consists of FormUI, Controller and 

ResultUI. 

c. If multiple actions need be done, they MUST be 
called from one Controller component ONLY to 

keep the design simple. This restriction improves 

‘maintainability’ of application. 

d. Each UI component and the Controller compo-

nent MUST know the ‘Activity ID’ of the activi-

ty it belongs to. 

e. The AC (Access Controller) component shown 

will verify if logged-in-user has access to ‘this’ 

activity through the ‘selected intention’ 

 

2. Database Participation 
a. Database contains the mapping of Users and Al-

lowed Intentions. 

b. Database also has Intentions to Activities Map-

ping. 

c. All the selected intentions and selected activities 

by user will recorded for further use. 

d. This record can be used to – 

i. Show the intentions in dropdown list at first 

page in the descending order of historical se-

lections by that user. So that most selected 

intention will be at the top of list. 

ii. Show the activities link on home page in de-

scending order of historical selection by that 

user. So that most selected activity will be at 

the top left corner. 

iii. This kind of ordering will help most in case 

of mobile sites, where probability of need to 
scroll down can be reduced to minimum. 

iv. Selection of intentions or activities Vs age / 

location / post in hierarchy etc matrix can be 

derived. 

v. This type of matrix will help stakeholders to 

find out the area of focus. 

vi. This matrix will also help technical support 

team for resource mutualization. 

 Pros and Cons 
  

A. Pros 
 

1. Stakeholders can get the biggest Intentions behind 

users using the software application 

2. Intention is the main reason behind use of software 

application, and stakeholders can get more hold on it 

3. Development can be done Intention by intention 

4. Some intention can have higher priority than other, 

and application maintenance and SLAs / OLAs can be 

decided based on Intention 

5. Most used Intentions and most used links can get first 

position on screen. (Ordering and layout of Intention 
and links can be decided based on frequency of selec-

tion and use.) 

6. Stakeholders can come to know the area of main fo-

cus (Instead of guessing the most used links, or calcu-

lating them based on logs or some third party site me-

ters or site catalyst, stakeholders can get actual counts 

from users themselves.) 

7. UI can be made simpler and more uncongested. 

8. Having same UIs for Mobile, Computer etc can be 

made possible as UIs are simpler. 

9. Instead of bombarding user with all types of notifica-

tions, only the notifications related to the selected In-
tention can be shown, which results into shorter noti-

fication cycles and lesser number of notification bars. 

10. Stakeholders can get better view of variations of in-

tentions with respect to age, geographic location, edu-

cation etc. 

11. In case of marketing / sales applications, this data can 

help a lot to the stakeholders as they can map a matrix 
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of Intentions Vs Age, Intentions Vs Geographic Loca-

tion etc. 

12. Stakeholders can also get the duration wise variations 

in intentions. i.e. If some particular intention(s) are 

being selected at some particular time e.g. – Income 

Tax department will get maximum hits for ‘Tax pay-

ment’ at March end and ‘Income Tax Returns’ at Sep-

tember.  

13. Once ‘Intention Load Matrix’ is obtained, hardware 

resources can be mutualized to get optimum results 

and ‘noisy neighbor’[1] effect can be avoided. 
14. Technical support team can derive the ‘Number of 

complaints Vs Intention’ matrix which can help 

stakeholders and technical team to focus at exact im-

pact area. 

15. If found that system is working fine, then it means 

that complaints are coming due to inappropriate or in-

complete design or definition of that particular Inten-

tion. 

16. As the Intent-Driven System grows old, it becomes 

more and more mature and the design itself will re-

duce the number of complaints over certain time peri-

od. 
17. Even if the Intent-Driven system keeps on growing, 

it’s past history will guide its future development. 

 

B. Cons 
 

1. Architecture may become delicate if intentions are not 

properly listed. 

2. Design MUST be futuristic, otherwise application 

may fail or huge amount of rework will be required. 

3. Weak design may lead to poor maintainability.  

4. Stakeholders and System Architects MUST be clear 

about the system and potential users. 

5. Stakeholders and technical team MUST keep on stud-
ying the matrix reports, otherwise the system will 

NOT achieve the smartness it is expected. 

 

Conclusion 
  

  “Companies spending less than 13 percent of their ERP 

project costs on training are three times more likely to fall 

short of their business and project goals than organizations 

spending 17 percent or more”[2] In case of Intent-Driven 
Design, the cost of user training is much less as it also pos-

sesses the simplicity of common WebApp.  

 Even if this document is using WebApp(s) to describe the 

‘Intent-Driven Design’ concept, this concept can also be 

used to design the desktop based applications. The only con-

straint in that case should be to collect the usage record from 

individual user machines to generate final intentions matri-

ces for further evolution.  

 As the contribution of ‘Cloud’ [3] will increase, even 

desktop applications will also be continuously connected to 

their respective server which will make it easier to fetch the 

usage data and generate the matrices. 

  “Karma should be known. The cause by which karma 

comes into play should be known.”[4] If system architects 

and stakeholders can design and develop the system based 

on possible intentions, the systems will be easier to under-

stand for everybody (the stakeholders, architects, developers 

and most importantly the user).  
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